**Centrifuges**

**Beckman Avanti J-26 XP (PSC 659)**

Every time you use the centrifuge, you MUST sign the log book.

Balance all tubes.

Clean up any spills in the rotor and/or the centrifuge.

Contact: Sonja Young (404) 413-5363; sstovall@gsu.edu

1. Turn power on.
2. Open door with foot latch near floor on right.
3. Put rotor in and tighten lid
4. Rotor selection should automatically change when you put a new rotor in.
5. Punch speed button. Select either rpm or rcf with buttons on right. Type in speed and then enter.
6. Punch time button. Select either time in HH:MM, W2T (whatever that is) or hold with buttons on right. Type in time if time button selected and then enter.
7. Punch Temp. button. Type in temp. and then enter.
8. Start
9. Stop if hold button has been selected.
10. Use foot latch to open door.
11. Turn centrifuge off.